Report reveals few leaders among prisoners at Guantanamo

The Post got the report, and found that it looked like the people who were held captive were not exactly leaders of terrorism. So it was breaking news.

News Alert: Few Guantanamo detainees had significant roles, official review concludes
05:23 PM EDT Friday, May 28, 2010
-------------------

About 10 percent of the 240 detainees held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, when President Obama took office were "leaders, operatives and facilitators involved in plots against the United States," but the majority were low-level fighters, according to a previously undisclosed government report. The report, a copy of which was obtained by The Washington Post, could have important political implications as the Obama administration seeks to close the military prison in the face of congressional opposition.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/46MP2V/70TIY/95HNPI/RCFV36/LLP5H/D5/t
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